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Review – Consolidation in February 

 

After a strong start to the year, equity markets underwent a (healthy) consolidation in February, while 

bond markets lost significantly. The dominant theme in February was the return of inflation concerns. After 

the sweet spot scenario in January, which was characterized by constructive macro data and easing inflation 

concerns, it became clear in February that the hoped-for disinflation will not take place in a straight line. 

Inflation data came out much higher than expected and the markets had to noticeably revise their previous 

interest rate expectations. In January, market participants were still expecting the US central bank FED to 

lower interest rates by 0.50% later this year. This is no longer the case. Instead, no rate cuts are currently 

being assumed for this year. In addition, the key interest rate peak that was priced in was revised upwards 

noticeably and is now well above 5%. A similarly drastic revision of market expectations was also carried 

out with regards to the European Central Bank ECB. As a result of this situation, interest rates have risen 

across the board and bond indices have fallen noticeably, especially long-dated bonds. Equity markets were 

initially able to withstand the interest rate pressure, but also had to record losses from mid-February. In 

particular, the US equity market, which is highly sensitive to valuations due to the large tech segment, 

suffered noticeably in this environment of pressure on interest rates. European stocks, on the other hand, 

were able to show a clear relative outperformance, which is mainly due to two segments: industrial stocks 

benefit from solid valuations and good earnings development. Financial stocks (banks) are benefiting from 

the rise in interest rates and the (for the time being) avoided recession. In this constellation, the interest 

income is not eaten up by increasing loan defaults. Another beneficiary of the tense market situation in 

February was the US Dollar. This currency has benefited from increased safe haven demand and a stronger 

rise in US short-term interest rates. Accordingly, emerging market equities, which are heavily dependent 

on US Dollar liquidity, fell in February. The price of gold was only slightly weaker in February. The strong 

US Dollar and higher interest rates were clear negative factors, while heightened inflation concerns and 

increased demand for a safe haven acted as a positive counterpoints. 

 

Equity markets around the world ended February with mixed results. The best performing markets were 

Europe (+1.8%), Germany (+1.6%) and the United Kingdom (+1.3%), while those in Switzerland (-1.3%),  

GDP 22 GDP 23 CPI 22 CPI 23 Actual 3 Mths 12 Mths Actual 3 Mths 12 Mths Actual 3 Mths 12 Mths

Switzerland 2.0 0.6 2.9 2.2 1’780 → ↗ 1.57 1.55 1.50 - - -

Germany 1.9 0.0 8.6 6.1 15’675 → ↗ 2.67 2.40 2.00 - - -

Eurozone 3.5 0.4 8.4 5.6 4’310 → ↗ - - - 1.00 1.00 1.03

United Kingdom 4.0 -0.6 9.1 6.7 7’951 → ↗ 3.82 3.30 3.10 1.12 1.12 1.11

United States 2.1 0.8 8.0 4.0 4’048 → ↗ 3.93 3.70 3.40 0.93 0.93 0.92

Japan 1.1 1.2 2.5 2.1 28’309 → ↗ 0.50 0.60 0.60 146 141 137

GDP 22 GDP 23 CPI 22 CPI 23 Actual 3 Mths 12 Mths Actual 3 Mths 12 Mths Actual 3 Mths 12 Mths

Asia ex Japan 3.2 5.1 2.6 3.1 644 → ↑ - - - - - -

China 3.0 5.3 2.0 2.4 68 → ↑ 2.89 3.00 3.00 6.94 6.80 6.70
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the United States (-2.6%) and Asia (-6.9%) ended the month with negative returns. 

 

Ten-year government bond yields rose worldwide last month. Interest rates rose the most in the United 

Kingdom (+0.49% to 3.83%), the United States (+0.41% to 3.92%) and Germany (+0.37% to 2.65%). 

Interest rates also rose in Switzerland in February (+0.18% to 1.47%). 

 

Currency markets moved within normal limits in February. The Swiss Franc weakened against the US Dollar 

(-2.8% to CHF 0.94) and remained unchanged against the Euro (CHF 1.00) and the British Pound (CHF 

1.13). The US Dollar strengthened significantly against the Euro (+2.7% to USD 1.06). 

 

Alternative investments have also had negative returns over the past month. The price of gold (-5.3% to 

USD 1,827 per troy ounce), the price of oil (WTI, -2.3% to USD 77.05 per barrel) and hedge funds (-0.5%) 

ended the past month with negative returns. 

 

Outlook – Continued neutral market outlook 

 

The medium-term market outlook remains neutral. The very unfavorable inflation and interest rate 

environment, which stands in the way of a valuation expansion, is clearly negative. However, in a very 

short period of time, financial markets have comprehensively (and in some cases exaggeratedly) priced in 

the tense inflationary environment. Interest rates have risen significantly across the board and in some 

cases have even reached new multi-decade highs. The continuation of such a brutal interest rate increase 

dynamic is unlikely, which is why the interest rate and valuation pressure should tend to ease in the short 

to medium term. In addition, tight monetary policy will continue to weigh on fundamentals and weigh on 

corporate profits. Since the key interest rates in many industrialized countries are now clearly restrictive, 

the risks of recession are likely to increase in the (later) course of the year. In this environment, long-

dated quality bonds will experience a comeback. Finally, China remains an important market driver. The 

aggressive reopening appears to have been successful as soft macro data has improved greatly. Chinese 

stocks have responded with advances. Should the hard macro data also confirm this fundamental 

brightening over the course of the year, further stock market advances (also in the emerging market 

aggregate) could be expected. 

 

Based on the above statements, we continue to expect slight recessions in Europe and the United States 

for the current year, albeit at a later point in time as originally expected. Switzerland should be able to 

avoid this. We continue to favor Switzerland and the United States over Europe, with a focus on high-

quality companies that benefit from long-term trends. We remain positive on Asia and China in particular. 

 

Market participants expect the FED to raise interest rates three to four times by September 2023. Things 

are a bit different in Europe, where the market is currently pricing in six interest rate hikes by the ECB. 

The Swiss National Bank SNB is also likely to raise interest rates further. 

 

Trade policy disputes and geopolitical developments can continue to lead to strong movements on the 

currency markets. The Swiss Franc always serves as a safe haven during such periods. 

 

Hedge funds continue to benefit from a normalization of correlations, volatilities and dispersion. They 

typically thrive when dispersion is high and correlations low, because then they can take advantage of their 

trading techniques. 
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